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Engineers Exhibit Work At Fair Starting Tomorrow 
Architectural, Ceramic, Chemical And 
Mechanics Students Present Displays 
The biennial Engineers' and Architects' Fair will be re- 
newed this week with a larger and more complete exhibit 
than was presented in pre-war time. Projects are being as- 
sembled in every department of the engineering school to 
show the activities in each engineering field. 
Each exhibit    is    assembled so* — 
that everyone can understand the 
Blue Key Chapters    Alpha Phi Omega 
TO Hold 5fete-Wide    Initiates Pledges 
basic principle illustrated 
The Fair is a presentation of 
the Junior and Senior classes of 
Architecture a n d Engineering. 
The aim of the Fair is to present 
to the students, and' public alike, 
applications of the theory taught 
in the many fields of engineering 
training. 
Since the last project two new 
departments have been added, 
Ceramic and Chemical Engineer- 
ing. 
Among the many exhibits from 
the department of Mechanical En- 
gineering are the most used 
types of small internal combus- 
tion and steam power engines, a 
suitcase which cannot be carried 
out of the door, and the magical 
ping pong balls that remain in 
mid air without support. The 
operating principles will be ex- 
plained by student guides during 
the tour of the department. 
On exhibition in the Electrical 
Eengineering departments are an 
electrically-operated water foun- 
tain that cuts on automatically 
when one approaches it; a display 
of domestic electrical appliances; 
and an induction heater hot 
enough to fry an egg, yet cold 
enough for one to place his hand 
on  it. 
The Ceramic Engineering de- 
partment will exhibit various 
South Carolina ceramic materials 
with many of the products which 
can be prepared from them. Stu- 
dents will demonstrate the meth- 
ods used in the preparation of 
hand made pottery, porcelain 
enamel ware, and many otr#t 
types of ceramic products- 
Some of the exhibits of the 
Civil Engineering department are 
the modern surveying instru- 
ments used in construction and 
land surveys, displays of blue 
prints and methods of prepara- 
tion, deflection of beams under 
load, and a sand filter used in 
the purification of drinking 
water. The department will also 
show laboratory tests for building 
materials under compression and 
tension illustrating the hardness 
of the materials. 
The Architecture department 
will display freehand water-colors 
and drawings, design problems in 
contemporary architecture, models 
showing the advantages of solar 
design in modern homes, and a 
scale model of the Clemson 
House. 
On display in the Chemical En- 
gineering department are a Batch 
Still and Condenser, used to re- 
move a liquid from a liquid solid 
mash. It is the same principle 
that brewers use to get alcohol 
from corn grain that has been 
mashed. An evaporator used to 
evaporate some of the water from 
liquids such as the concentrating 
of milk or orange juice will be 
on display. 
The faculty and students of all 
engineering departments urge the 
public and students to make it a 
point to tour the departments 
during the Engineer's and Archi- 
tect's Fair. 
The following time schedule 
will be maintained for the Fair: 
Friday, 2-5, 7-10 p. m.; Saturday, 
2-5, 7-10 p. m.; and Sunday, 2-5 
p. m. 
An analysis of the weekend 
events will be presented over the 
air at 1:30 p. m. Saturday over 
WAIM Anderson. 
Mr. F. R. Sweeney, engineer of 
Anderson, will be guest speaker 
at the radio forum. 
Editorialist Plans 
Article On Clemson 
Mr. William D. Poe, of the Edi- 
torial Staff of the Progressive 
Farmer, visited Clemson April 19 
ancf 20. Mr. Poe is collecting in- 
formation for an article on Clem- 
son, which will appear in the 
forthcoming issue of the maga- 
zine. 
, While on the campus he inter- 
viewed Dr. Poole, Dr. H. P. Coop- 
er, Dean of the School of Agri- 
culture and Director of the South 
Carolina Experiment Station, and 
Director D. W. Watkins, of the 
Clemson Extension Service. 
Post Office Cuts 
Delivery Service 
Clemson's post office has an- 
nounced that pursant to instruc- 
tions of the Postmaster General, 
under date of April 18, 1950, de- 
livery service to all residential 
areas will be restricted to one 
delivery per day, Monday through 
Saturday except holidays. 
These changes will be put into 
effect as soon as the necesary ar- 
rangements can be made. 
This is not a local order; it ap- 
plies to residential areas at all 
post offices where delivery is in 
operation. 
In order to comply with these 
instructions, it will be necessary 
for some*residential areas- to get 
morning delivery, while others 
will get afternoon delivery. All 
deliveries will be completed just 
as early as possible with the re- 
duced carrier force. 
Mail from the street letter 
boxes will be picked up only once 
per day as the carrier makes de- 
livery in that section. 
The Postmaster General has is- 
sued instructions to discontinue 
directory service on all mail ex- 
cept special delivery, air mail, 
registered, insured C. O. D. and 
perishable parcels. 
Therefore please advise all 
your correspondants to address 
all your mail to your post office 
box, street and number or gen- 
eral delivery to avoid having it 
returned to the sender or to the 
dead letter office. 
The South Carolina State Blue 
Key National Honor Fraternity 
Convention will be held on the 
Clemson Campus April 28 through 
29. This will be the first conven- 
tion of this sort held in the state. 
Some 60 delegates, including the 
Clemson Chapter and faculty 
membeft, are expected to attend. 
Among the other schools that will 
be represented are Furman, Wof- 
ford, Presbyterian College, and 
the University of South Carolina. 
These groups hope to establish a 
precedent for the future years in 
Blue  Key. 
Registration will begin at 5:00 
p. m., Friday, April 28, and the 
delegates will then attend a buf- 
fet supper. Dr. R. F. Poole will 
give the welcoming address at the j 
supper. A dance will be given 
afterwards and girls from Fur- 
man  are  invited. 
Saturday morning, April 29, 
convention sessions will be held. 
In these sessions reports will be 
given, and techniques and prob- 
lems will be discussed. Imme- 
diately following, a lecture is to 
be given by Mr. G. E. Metz on 
the topic of "Group Dynamics." 
After the morning sessions lunch 
will be served in the Clemson 
Dining Hall. 
The afternoon is to be devoted 
to leisure in which campus events 
may be attended. 
Saturday afternoon a banquet 
will be given for the delegates. 
Dr. G. H. Aull is to be the guest 
speaker and Professor J. D. Lane 
the toastmaster. The banquet 
will be the final event of the 
convention. 
"As a coordinating body of stu- 
dents," says W. D. Roberts, exe- 
cutive secretary of the Clemson 
Chapter, "The Clemson Chapter 
of the Blue Key hopes to further 
plan and encourage intercolle- 
giate activities between the 
schools' of the state. 
Sleeping facilities for the visit- 
ing delegates will be provided in 
the Clemson Field House. 
(PICTURE   ON   PAGE   3) 
Alpha Phi Omega, national ser- 
vice fraternity, recently initiated 
16 students into its ranks. This 
semester's pledges were dedicated 
to Mr. Gene Brock, former as- 
sistant Scout executive of the 
Blue Ridge Council, and Mr. P. 
J. Leach, a past president of the 
Clemson  chapter  of  APO. 
The fraternity is composed of 
former Boy Scouts who desire to 
be  of service  to  Clemson. 
The initiates underwent a two 
weeks period of informal initia- 
tion, and must complete four 
more weeks as pledges before 
they become active members in 
the fraternity. 
The pledges are James D. 
Neighbors; Walter M. Keene; W. 
Newsome; O. W. Sedberry; Deci 
Barbet; and Frank Fowler. 
Also, Donald Sedberry; Charles 
Shain; Henry Boykin; Joe Hiller; 
W. P. Andrews; R. L. Bivins; W. 
T. Andrews; Matt Moore; Ree 
McCoy; and Ed Hilla. * 
Foster Cathcart, textile manufacturing junior of Bishopville, pic- 
tured at the left, was elected president of the rising senior class, 
and Miles Bruce, on the right, pre-med freshman of Greer, was 
named president of the rising sophomore class in elections held 
Tuesday. Four officers and three representatives of each class 
were named. The other class officer, Anthony Bowman, presi- 
dent of the junior class, was absent when the picture was made. 
STAGE PLAY 
LAST CHANCE 
Additional Reservations Available 
For Junior-Senior Banquet 
Additional reservations for the 
Junior-Senior Banquet have been 
obtained, and students who have 
not previously made reservations 
may do so tomorrow in the Col- 
lege Auditorium from 4:30 p. m. 
until long roll. 
The Junior-Senior committee 
has urged that all persons plan- 
ning to attend this banquet se- 
cure reservations at this time. 
According to the information 
received, this will .be absolutely 
the last time reservations will be 
available. Invitations for dates 
may also be obtained at this time. 
One thousand couples are expect- 
ed to attend. 
Prices for the reservations for 
seniors who did not pay last year 
and for Juniors will be $2.25 
with date, or $1.75 stag. All three 
parts of the college dining hall 
will be used. 
Dean H. M. Brown 
Attends Meeting 
Dean Hugh M. Brown, head of 
the Textile School, attended the 
annual meeting of the National 
Council of Textile School Deans. 
The convention was held at the 
Princeton Inn, Princeton, New 
Jersey, last week. 
While at the meeting, the group 
of deans went to Philadelphia to 
inspect the new building of the 
Philadelphia Textile Institute. 
Reports from the various 
schools showed a total enrollment 
of 4,000, 1,100 to be graduated 
this year. 
Reports in the fields of scienti- 
fic research, textile education, 
and economic research were sub- 
mitted  and  approved. 
Dean Brown is attending the 
annual meeting of the Fiber So- 
ciety this week, which is being 
held at Fontana Village, North 
Carolina, from April 26 through 
April 28. 
The technical session on Fri- 
day afternoon will be directed by 
Dean Brown. 
Clemson Students 
Make Study Tour 
Candidates for the Clemson 
Livestock Judging Team have re- 
cently returned from a four day, 
eight hundred mile tour of prom- 
inent South Carolina livestock 
farms. The trip was made to give 
the judging team candidates ex- 
tensive practice in judging live- 
stock under field conditions. 
During the trip the candidates 
visited the following farms: F. T. 
Mathis, of Lexington, (producer 
of Berkshire hogs); J. R. Haw- 
kins, of Columbia, (Hampshire 
hogs); H. F. Tindal, of ; Pine- 
wood, (Duroc Jersey hogs), Mount 
Pleasant Plantation, Andrews, 
(Pure bred Angus Beef cattle); 
Clarendon Plantation, Burton, 
(Polled Hereford beef cattle). 
Also, Brays Island Plantation, 
Yemassee, (pure bred Angus beef 
cattle); T. C. Moss, Orangeburg, 
(Poland China hogs); R. S. Mc- 
Cants, Orangeburg, (breeders of 
Thoroughbred horses); S. C. Dun- 
can, Orangeburg, (breeder of 
pure bred Hereford beef cattle); 
and Andrew B. Griffith, of 
Orangeburg,  (Landrace hogs). 
Colonial Stores To 
Employ Sophomores 
Colonial Stores Incorporated i' 
announcing a program to employ 
sophomore college students in 
their sltores during the summer 
months. 
The program, to be known as 
Colonial Stores Training Program, 
will select outstanding sopho- 
mores and give them employment 
in Colonial Stores during the 
months of June, July, and August, 
following their sophomore year, 
f these selected are still interest- 
ed in the program after one sum- 
mer of work, they will be invited 
back for an additional summer of 
employment after their junior 
year. Those men who are still 
interested will after a second 
summer be asked to join Colonial 
Stores as full time employees af- 
ter graduation. 
The starting pay for sopho- 
mores will be $40.00 per week, 
and after 60 days, men will be 
eligible for an increase to $42.00. 
Men working a second summer 
will be started at $42.00 a week. 
Any student wishing to make 
an application for this program 
should contact K. N. Vickery, the 
assistant  registrr. 
Clemson College Players Will Present All 
Star Cast In 'There's Always Juliet' 
Clemson Little Theater's all 
star cast will present "There's Al- 
ways Juliet" in two performances 
at the Episcopal Parish House on 
May 10 and 11. 
Each of the four parts is play- 
ed by a star in some previous 
production of the local theater 
group. 
Mary Russell Eleazer was lead 
actress in "He,' 'Sparkin'', and 
'Angel Street' and plays the part 
of Leonora in this play. Ray- 
mond Tyner played the lead male 
role in 'Dear Ruth,' the early 
spring   presentation     this     year. 
Block And Bridle 
Sponsors Contest 
Block and Bridle, Animal Hus- 
bandry student's club at Clemson, 
is sponsoring a freshman and 
sophomore judging contest to be 
held on May 17. Also pending is 
the Club's semi-annual barbeque 
which will take place on May 19. 
The judging contest will con- 
sist of placing two classes of hogs, 
two classes of cattle and one class 
of  sheep.    It  is  hoped  that the 
Tyner is a member of the Eng-' experience  gained by these  stu- 
Judging Team To 
Enter Contest 
The Clemson Collegiate Live- 
stock Judging Team will partici- 
pate in the Southeastern Inter- 
collegiate Livestock Judging Con- 
test, to be held at Louisiana State 
University, Baton Rouge, Louis- 
iana,  April 28. 
Southern schools to be repre- 
sented at the event, in addition 
to Clemson, will be the univer- 
sities of Arkansas, Georgia, Flo- 
rida, Kentucky, Tennessee, West 
Virginia, Mississippi State Col- 
lege, and V. P.  I. 
The Clemson team is being 
sponsored by the Student Block 
and Bridle Club, the South Caro- 
lina Hereford Breeders Associa- 
tion, and the South Carolina An- 
gus Breeders Association. 
Mr. H. B. Tomlinson, who is 
from Olanta, South Carolina, do- 
nated a purebred steer, which 
was auctioned off to the highest 
bidder, with the proceeds going 
to defray the expenses of the 
judging team. 
J. R. Cook, Associate Professor 
of Animal Husbandry, is faculty 
advisor of this organization. 
lish department of the college 
Helen Morrison is one of the 
most experienced actors of the 
theater group. In addition to 
numerous earlier stellar roles, she 
starred in last spring's produc- 
tion of 'Arsenic and Old Lace.' 
The other man in 'There's Al- 
ways Juliet' is acted by Charlie 
Pace, of 'Arsenic and Old Lace' 
and 'Gaslight' fame. This will 
probably be Pace's final appear- 
ance in a Clemson Little Theater 
production. 
Episcopalians' Parish House is 
the site of both rehearsal and 
production. The Parish , House 
offers considerable, acoustical im- 
provement Over the College 
Chapel in terms of acoustics and 
vision. This will be Little Thea- 
ters first appearance in the Par- 
ish House since before the war. 
Director for this play will be 
Professor J. P. Winter and pro- 
ducer is Jim Beall. Tickets may 
be obtained in the barracks from 
Little Theater members. Girl 
Scout troops will handle sales in 
the community. 
Adult admissions are 75c and 
all student admissions • are 50c. 
The Parish House seats only 250. 
dent judges will prove of value 
in their future tryouts for the 
Senior Livestock  Judging  Team. 
The four winners of the contest 
will be announced at the barbe- 
>que and trophies will be award- 
ed. 
An award will also be present- 
ed to the club members having 
the highest scholastic standing 
and the most extra-curricular 
activities to his credit. The win- 
ner of this award becomes eligible 
for the National Merit Award, 
which is to be presented at the 
National Convention to be held 
in Chicago next fall. 
Flower Show Be 
Given By Club 
The 6th annual Flower Show 
sponsored by the Fort Hill Gar- 
den Club of Clemson will be held 
in Recreation Hall Friday, May 5, 
from 3 to 9 p. m. 
All residents of the Clemson 
community are invited to exhibit 
in ihe show. 
There will be two divisions, the 
Artistic Division for Flower Ar- 
rangements and the Horticulture 
Division for Specimens and Col- 
lections. 
No admission will be charged, 
but a silver offering will be ar- 
ranged in the Exhibition Hall. 
The Show is under the direc- 
tion of Mrs. A. E. McKenna, gen- 
eral   chairman,   and   Mrs.   J.   A. 
Dean, Garden Club president. 
—__, _  
Irrtervieds For Summer 
Jobs Be Given May 3* 
An interview concerning sum- 
mer time jobs in Greenville, An- 
derson, and Greenwood will be 
held in the Library of Riggs Hall 
at 7 p. m., May 3. 
Mr. Everette Martin, a grad- 
uate of Clemson in 1941, will 
consult all interested students 
who desire summer time work in 
these towns. He is interested in 
interviewing rising juniors, for 
three positions, one in each of 
the cities. 
Cathcart Is Senior Class President; 
Childress, Laffodayr Rabon Also Named 
Foster Cathcart, textile manufacturing junior of Bishop- 
ville, was elected president of the rising senior class in the 
class elections held on Tuesday. Other officers elected were 
John Childress, textile manufacturing junior of Augusta, Ga., 
named vice-president; William C. Laffoday, arts and 
sciences junior of Lamar, was elected secretary; and William 
J. Rabon, architectural junior of Marion, was named treas- 
urer. 
Little Theater To 
Take New Members 
And Elect Officers 
-OUie Stukes, Clemson Little 
Theater president, announced to- 
day that admission of new mem- 
bers and election of officers will 
be chief matters of business at the 
Little Theater meeting on May 2 
at 7:30 p. m. in the Episcopal 
Parish House. 
A-slate of nominees has been 
prepared by the executive com- 
mittee as directed by the consti- 
tution. Further nominations may 
be made from the floor as each 
office is voted on. 
Three constitutional amend- 
ments will be presented for ac- 
ceptance or rejection: combina- 
tion of the duties of historian and 
secretary under the secretary 
and division of membership chair- 
man's duties into Student Mem- 
bership chairman and Town 
membership chairman. Also, 
elimination of point requirements 
for membership as now required 
by the constitution is proposed. 
New members will be received 
at this time. Any one interested 
in participation in Little Theater 
should see Benny Smith, OUie 
Stukes, or "Libba" McGarity, exe- 
cutive committee members. Mem- 
bership at present requires appli- 
cation, payment of fees and suf- 
ficient participation to earn 15 
points. 
Central staging will be the 
technique used in presenting a 
short one-act play under the di- 
rection of Mrs. John Gates. In 
central staging the audience sits 
on all sides of the stage area. 
A modern drarrlatic revival, 
central staging is kin to the clas- 
sical Greek technique. This will 
be Clemson's first experience in 
this area. 
The play will also be present- 
ed before the Woman's Club on 
May 4. The public is invited to 
the presentation before Little 
Theater. 
FANCY DRILL 
Senior Platoon Accepts 41 Men Who 
Completed Initiation; 'Rookie Parade' 
English Frat Sets 
Deadline For Entries 
Friday, April 28, will be the 
last day that manuscripts may be 
submitted for entrance into Gam- 
ma Alpha Mu, honor English fra- 
ternity for writers. 
Manuscripts may be turned in- 
to Professor John D. Lane, Room 
31,   Main   Building,    or    Charles  SOn 
Kennemore,, at any thime before R. p. Boyd; W. R. Brenner; JV. G. 
The Senior Platoon, Clemson's 
drill unit, recently accepted 41 
men into the organization. 
The "Rookies," as the initiates 
are known, completed a two 
weeks initiation last week, cli- 
maxing with the traditional "Roo- 
kie Parade" on Bowman Field. 
The new members are W. A. 
Amick; W. T. Andrews; J. O. 
Barrow; L. L. Bates; H. E. Bat- 
L. S. Bomar; D. F. Boswell; 
this date. 
Clemson Men To Attend Air Meet 
Aero Club Members 
Plan To Compete 
With Other Students 
Six members of the Clemson 
Aero Club are planning to par- 
ticipate in the National Inter-Col- 
legiate Air Meet to be held at 
Stephens College, on May 5 and 
6, in Columbia, Missouri. 
Clemson men competing in the 
meet are: B. J. Mullen, VAE ma- 
jor of Charburn, N. C; J. R. Car- 
ter, EE major of Greenville; T. 
L. Cox, EE major of Greenville; 
W. R. Hale, CE major of Green- 
ville; W. C. Moorman, CE major 
of Florence; E. H. Shelley, VAE 
major of Nichols. 
Professor J. R. Long and Pro- 
fessor J. P. Rostron will ge along 
as sponsors of the Clemson group. 
Students participating in the 
Air Meet will take part in four 
events; spot landing, with power 
off; precision spot landing, with 
power on; navigation race; and 
bomb dropping. Trophies will be 
awarded   to   tba   uimoW   which 
which have the first, second and! dance   at   the   opera,   "Carmen1 
third  ranking  teams- in  each  of; and, as the concluding feature of 
the contests, and medals will be! the two day meet, a 
presented  to  the  top   contestants j be  given,   followed  by   a   candle 
in each event. 
A safety trophy will be award- 
light   dance. 
Among the distinguished guests 
ed the school having the best safe- who have already accepted invi- 
ty record  during the meet.    The  tations   to   a1*end   the   meet   are 
outstanding woman pilot and the 
outstanding man pilot will also 
receive trophies which have been 
donated by Cessna, Link, Beech- 
craft, and the Shell Oil Company. 
Social events during the' Air 
Meet will include a barbeque 
given by Stephens College, atten- 
Paul Mantz, holder of the trans- 
continental speed record and Wil- 
liam Piper, president of the Pipe 
Aircraft  Corporation. 
There  will >be  twenty  or more 
colleges   from\ all   parts   of   t 
country   participating   in   the 
events. 
Cash; W. T. Cook;, and K. R. 
Craig. 
Also J. M. Folk; G. M. Gardner; 
F. E. Gaulden; J. C. Hawkins; C. 
E. Hill; R. F. Jacobs; J. H. James; 
R. H. Kinard; and M. W. Living- 
ston. 
And O. W. Livingston;   D.   F. 
hanmiet will   L°Cke; T' C' Mann; F' J' MaPPus! 11
 D. M. Matthews; J. E. Merchant; 
H. C. Merritt; F. D. Miller; S. P. 
Morrah; J. A. Parkins; and J. Q. 
Peeler. 
Other new members are W. G. 
Baines; M. D. Rice; E. W. Shealy; 
D. M. Simpson; J. D. Skerratt; C. 
N. Von Harten; R. E. Wilkerson; 
and H. A. Woodle. , 
The Senior Platoon recently 
participated in the Azelea Festi- 
val in Charleston. Other trips 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Cathcart defeated James Cush- 
man, dairying junior at Chester, 
and Hugh Woodle, chemistry jun- 
ior of Clemson. Childress won 
over Robert A. Machen, textile 
manufacturing junior of Green- 
ville, and Laffory downed Luke 
Langley, textile manufacturing 
junior of Yynchburg, Va. Rabon 
was the only candidate for the 
office of treasurer. 
Represenatives to the student 
assembly named in this election 
were George W. Jones, textile 
manufacturing senior of Bishop- 
ville; Otis W. Livingston, textile 
manufacturing junior of Colum- 
bia; and John M. Fairey, arts and 
sciences junior of Orangeburg. 
These three men defeated J. Pat- 
terson, R. M. Walfe, and Seba W. 
Stoudemire. 
Junior class officers named 
were Anthony K. Bowman, arts 
and sciences sophomore of Sum- 
ter, president, defeating Rober' 
B. Johnson; David H. Burley 
chemical engineering sophomore 
of Clemson, who defeated Davir! 
D. Mangum for the post of sec- 
retary; William ' C. Denson, me- 
chanical engineering sophomore 
of Orlando, Fla., who was nam»-q 
vice-president over William S 
Shuler; and Chris Turner, elec- 
trical engineering sophomore o' 
Marion, who downed William C 
Wylie, textile chemistry sopho- 
more of Rock Hill, for the posi- 
tion of treasurer. 
Junior delegates to the stu^ ■ 
assembly will be R. L. Huguley 
education sophomore of McCor- 
mick; Clifton P. Coleman, civil 
engineering sophomore of Green- 
wood; and Ted B. Gardner, ag 
educational junior of Mullins. De- 
feated candidates for this office 
were John H. Hare, Decimus 
Barbot, and LeRoy H. Doar. 
Rising sophomore class officers 
for next year will be Miles Bruce, 
president, of Laurens, defeating 
Ames Wells; All Waldrop of Tay- 
lors, who defeated Jackie B. 
Cooper, J. D. Rast and James Al- 
lison, for the post of vice-presi- 
dent; Johnnie Carlisle of Calhoun 
Falls, new class secretary, de- 
feated Richard Taylor and J. O. 
Ramsey for the post; and Her- 
bert Lawton of Estill defeated 
Fleetwood Bass for treasurer. The 
representatives named . in this 
election were Charles Bolt, A. C. 
Livingston, and Tommy Kennette, 
who downed Frank Condon, G. 
M. Shealey, and Gilbert Camp- 
bell/for these positions. 
Total votes by class were 240 
for the rising senior class; 184 
rising juniors voted; and 272 
freshmen voted. The polls, lo- 
cated on the porch of the YMCA, 
were open' from 8:30 a. m. until 
7 p. m. 
A total of 696 ballots were cast, 
in comparison with 1,416 votes 





Reservation cards for the 1950 
Summer Term and for the First 
Semester 1950-1951 are now avail- 
able in the Basement Room, Re- 
gistrar's Office. 
It is requested that these cards 
be filled out immediately; your 
cooperation will be appreciated 
as the information is needed by 
the various College officers in 
making plans for the Summer 
Term and the ensuing semester. 
J. A. Martin Returns 
From Trip To Mexico 
Mr. J. A. Martin, Social Hor- 
ticulturists of the South Carolina 
Experimental Station at Clemson. 
returned last week from a trip to 
Texas and Mexico. His trip was 
for the purpose of planning some 
of the more promising varieties 
of Sesame, a promising oil seed 
crop. 
The plans are being made at 
Rio Farms incorporated, in the 
Rio Grande Valley, and in North- 
ern Mexico. 
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CLE.M50N  IS GETTING   UP 
1H THE   WORLD   - I    5HE 
WE'RE   HAVING   SEVERAL 
CONVENTIONS     HERE 
THIS   WEE K 
Elections Are  Over, For Better Or 
For Worse;  Honor Plan Proposed 
By Hassell A. Simpson 
■   \\v 
Will 
YEP.     SUCH   AN    INFLUX 
OF    VISITORS    TO     OUR    FAIR 
COLLEGE     IS     GOOD.    HELPS 
OUR    ALMA    MATER- AND  US.I 
Clemson Is Convention Town 
As Many Visitors Gather Here 
Clemson will take on the air of a convention city this 
week as the school plays host to visitors from all points of 
South Carolina and Georgia. 
The Engineers' and Architects' Fair promises to be the 
biggest and best presented by those two departments. They 
are to be complimented for the work they have contributed 
toward the project and the favorable interest they will cause 
to be focused on Clemson. 
A Blue Key convention is also slated for this week-end. 
Five colleges and universities will send delegates to this 
meeting, and it is to this school's advantage that Clems, on's 
chapter will act as host. 
Also approximately one hundred college students will 
attend a Lutheran conference on the campus this week-end. 
Clemson is privileged to have so many visitors-on the 
campus, and the Tiger wishes to welcome them. We hope 
that you will enjoy your stay and carry away a favorable 
impression of our school. 
A Long-Needed Counseling 
Plan Ok'edBy Deans, Directors 
A few semesters ago when the YMCA made it possible 
for freshmen to visit the homes of people living in Clemson, 
the Tiger came out as being behind the project and offered its 
services in any way possible. 
The plan was never followed up and nothing has been 
mentioned about plans for the coming semester. The Tiger 
mentioned that such a project should extend into classes other 
than the freshman, but nothing has been done along that 
line either. 
That is, nothing was done until the Dean and Directors 
took a hand in the affair. 
This body of men has come up with the exact type of 
plan which has been needed for Clemson students. The plan' 
calls for a systematic program for student counseling to be- 
gin as the student enters Clemson. One counselor will be 
assigned twenty students majoring in the same course, and 
this counselor will continue to assist the students through 
their sophomore year. 
The students will be advised on personal problems such 
as social maladjustments, family conflicts, student discipline, 
self discipline, and financial problems. 
Such a program will help students understand the pro- 
cess of education, and will keep them from getting started 
on the wrong track. 
The Deans and Directors have done a great service for 
the future students of Clemson by adopting this plan. 
This Year's Taps Is Monument 
To Men Who Gave Time, Effort 
The last phase of the distribution of the Taps will be 
completed tonight. This yearbook represents many hours of 
hard work and sacrifice of time on the part of the staff. 
Taps is put out by a group of men who are interested in 
giving the students a lasting record of their college years. 
Our yearbook has won All-American ratings every year 
since 1941, and the Tiger wishes the present staff success 
when this book goes up for judging. 
The Tiger also'extends its thanks to the men of the Taps 
staff for giving us an interesting and eye-pleasing yearbook. 
Labor Department Sends Job 
Information For Students 
The Department of Labor has compiled information con- 
cerning future employment of college graduates. This in- 
formation is now being mailed to college publications in 
the form of news releases. 
The Tiger is presenting, the first release on page three of 
this isue. 
The results of this research are of great interest to gradu- 
ating seniors and to all college students in general. 
This newspaper will print those releases which are of 
most interest to Clemson ^students, and those which partain 
to the Trt-nj^r OOUIMS ofittrod at th'° f^hooJ, 
Talk of the Town 
Senior Day Actions Of Few Students 
And Faculty Scored; Future Predicted 
By Charles Kennemore 
The second annual Senior Day last Thurs- 
day was an example of what can be done 
with cooperation by two evidently opposing 
groups or ideologies. 
Of course I'm biased, but I thought the 
affair was very successful from the stand- 
point of all concerned. The college furnish- 
ed a swell barbecue and allowed a student- 
faculty committee approximately $200 for 
other activities. 
The seniors got a day off and had some 
legal fun; the college saved a lot of work 
and possibly a few thousand dollars. 
I thought that attempts at deliberate 
vandalism were extremely low. There 
were a few cases of course. I saw two 
minor examples—1950 painted on the col- 
umns of the Second and Third barracks. 
Both of these can be eradicated with about 
ten minutes work on each. The worst 
that can be said of the perpetrators of this 
art work is that they were perhaps guilty 
of a breach of trur'. 
A worse offense was the paint job done in 
the Textile Building. I hear it was a rather 
thorough and messy-job. 
I hope that the actions of these students 
will not be considered as being representa- 
tive of the feelings of the senior class as a 
whole. 
i I cannot, and do not, condone this last 
escapade. It was a vicious act of child- 
ish revenge sue has might well cause Sen- 
ior Day to be abolished. Yes, revenge. 
Justifiable, no; understandable, yes. 
"Advice" and Retaliation 
The way .1 heard it several professors "ad- 
vised" their senior students to meet classes 
Senior Day. The paint job was a bit of re- 
taliation. In fairness it shoul dbe noted that 
the textile seniors pitched in and cleaned 
the mess up. 
This "advice" on. the part of some of the 
professors did not just take place in the Tex- 
tile School. There were similar incidents 
in other schools and departments. I even 
heard of one prof that assigned a major test 
the day following Senior Day. I make no 
comments on him.    I think none are needed. 
These men, too, were a minority group. 
Thus, two minority groups marred an other- 
wise wonderful and useful affair. The sen- 
iors should seek to exercise some control ov- 
er those of their group. It seems that the 
college officials could and should take some 
action on the other group; 
The majority of the faculty were ex- 
tremely cooperative and are to be com- 
mended for their cooperation and fine at- 
titude. 
You know, some guys get paid, quite well 
I hear, for writing such tripe as I generally 
turn out. Of course their's may make sense 
more often. I am trying to discover some 
of their trade secrets for financial success. 
AJaoui the only thing I have be«n able to dig 
up to date is that many of them attempt to 
predict or forecast the future. Maybe I 
should try it with the hope that some astute 
editor will see it and send me a pleading let- 
ter  begging me to  accept employment. 
Senior Day Doomed? 
So, I PREDICT (seriously); That with- 
in five years Senior Day will only be a 
fondly remembered thing of the past. This 
seems to be the inevitable trend of events 
from present indications. Once the vets 
are gone the stranglehol dean much more 
easily be applied.    I predict    that    said 
stranglehold will be applied.    It is only 
a matter of time.    Five years! Any bets? 
Club Project Suggestion Offered 
Various and sundry clubs are always insti- 
ting club projects. I have what I consider 
a good project for some hardworking and 
energetic club. 
Why doesn't some club adopt as a project 
the effort to make Clemson students more 
vote conscious? And it would be an effort. 
The voting is over for this year I believe, so 
any club would have plenty of time to pre- 
pare for next year. 
They could plan an'extended propaganda 
program for making the students vote-con- 
scious and with a final all-out effort for get- 
ting out the final vote. This, of course, 
should be a non-partisan program. 
Perhaps this doesn't sound like much at 
first, ,but think it over. Under the new con- 
stitution the student now has a chance at 
more student government participation if 
he will vote. 
It maf well be said that if a student re- 
fuses to. exercise his voice and do his duty 
by voting, why bother with him. Such an 
attitude should not be taken. We, of the 
United State's, have, always taken our free- 
doms for granted. It is a common, though 
deplorable, attitude. 
In getting the student in the habit of 
voting at Clemson there is a chance that 
this will carry over into life after grad- 
'  uation.    He will then be a better citizen. 
(Now ain't that a tear jerker?) 
Personally, I think this would make an ex- 
cellent club project, and far more valuable 
than many,projects often attempted. 
Anyone interested? 
Paging Tom Clemson 
I am often approached by students who 
tell me'that they have something for me to 
write about (they generally use the gripe 
though). 
This is, of course, very flattering, but I 
never have the space to cover even the 
legitimate and interesting gripes. 
However, the TIGER has a column called 
"Letters to To mClemson" that is open to all 
students for comments. The only require- 
ment is that the letters be signed by the au- 
thor. 
So, get busy. 
The elections are over. The voters have 
had their say .and we have our class officers, 
student body officers, and senior council for 
another year. 
So much tumult and shouting has died, in 
fact, that the campus seems dead by com- 
parison. Things should be pretty quiet 
around these parts until the Junior-Senior- 
Mother's Da'y-Spring Inspection rodeo. Come 
to think of it, though, we've got the Engi- 
neers-Architects Fair and a couple of con- 
ventiens coming up. No, activities never 
ce'ase. 
I hear tell that this fair the engineers and 
architects are putting on should be one of 
the biggest things to his Clemson in years, 
at least in attendance. And the exhibits the 
boys have planned are pretty special, too. 
Don't miss any of them. 
HONOR AGAIN 
At any rate, the end of the semester is 
approaching with a vengeance. Exams are 
so imminent I hate to think of it. And that 
reminds me of an old controversy—the honor 
system. It's being discussed again and it 
seems to me that we should put up or shut 
up, get it or forget it. 
First of all, does Clemson really need such 
a system? And if so, how can we beet go 
about getting one? Personally, I think we 
do need an honor system. Morals and ethics 
and scruples haven't quite hit rock bottom 
here, but they're in the pebble stage. 
We just don't seem to care any more. As 
long as there's a nosy prof looking over a 
guy's shoulder, the element of risk, the thrill 
of the chase, enters in with a bang. The stu- 
dent can derive some left-handed satisfaction 
from skinning, forgetting the personal de- 
gradation involved. 
As things stand now, the student is actu- 
ally encouraged to try his hand at getting 
away with something. And that is bad. 
Right here, as we are supposedly preparing 
for richer, better lives, we are in reality al- 
lowing ourselves to slip, mentally and moral- 
Don't Get Me Wrong, But.... 
Therefore, I hereby propose an honor sys- 
tem for Clemson which I will attempt to 
outline for your considration. My plan is 
simple. The student would take a quiz or 
an exam, indicating that it is his own work 
by the fact that his name is attached to it. 
The professor might or might not, as he 
chooses, remain in the room while the test 
is being taken. The student would be re- 
sponsible, and only to himself, for the hones- 
ty of his answers. He would not be required 
or permitted to "tell on" anyone else whom 
he saw cheating. His own conscience would 
be his only checkrein. 
This of course implies the inherent hones- 
ty of the individual, without which my plan, 
or any other honor system, would be a piti- 
ful, wasteful failure. Every man, I think, 
wants self-respect, and 'way down deep he 
really wants to be honest with himself and 
everyone else. 
HARRY JAMES AND CLEMSON 
By now, everyone knows that Harry James 
is going to play for the Junior-Senior. And 
everybody I've talked to, except a guy from 
Carolina, definitely approved. Our dances, 
good as they are, are in sad need of some 
really BIG name bands to keep up our pres- 
tige. We've been asking ourselves why we 
can't have a few, other schools do. 
Thanks, CDA. 
HAVE YOU NOTI.CED .... 
. . . that though the elections are over, 
campaign posters and propaganda still 
are draped from every wall, tree, post, 
and door? 
. .. that a lot of campaign promises seem 
to be forgotten already? 
. . . that, anyway, politicians adjust 
themselves to a convenient platform, 
not the platform to their convictions? 
... that only when witnessing a major 
athletic event like a football game do 
the troops exhibit any comradeship, any 
school spirit? 
Oglers Hurting For Seating Facilities 
Milford's Pill Shop Has New Client 
By Bill Chamness 
I was strolling down to the Post Office af- 
ter supper Sunday night, humming a little 
hum to myself and wishing that I were else- 
where, when I saw an uncommonly large 
crowd gathered on each side of the street. 
True to my journalistic instincts I reached 
for my note pad, yelled for the photographer, 
and dashed to the scene fully expecting to 
come face to face with a couple of dozen 
bloody bodies, or at least a Communist agi- 
tator being lynched. 
I had not been in the crowd long before 
I found that its sole raison d'etre (that's 
French lor something, I'm sure) was to ogle 
at the female passersby. Now, there is 
nothing I enjoy more than ogling at females, 
so I found a point of vantage and began to 
ogle. 
Just when I was being my most coquettish, 
a gentleman of no mean proportions, assum- 
ed a position rigi^t in front of me, which, of 
course, cut my view down to a bare mini- 
mum. This really got my- goat, because be- 
fore I could find a new spot I had missed 
two blondes and a brunette. I thought at 
the time that there must be something that 
can be done to eliminate this "survival of the 
—fittest" attitude among oglers. After deep 
study I have solved the problem. 
Inasmuch as the triangle of concrete in 
front of Nick's is so popular a gathering 
place for stud'ents, especially during spring 
and summer months, why not make a sort 
of sidewalk lounge out of it. Almost all 
towns and villages have their benches upon 
which the old codgers sit, philosophize, tell 
Spanish-American war stories, and spit to- 
bacco juice.   Why then, can't Clemson have 
a little more modern adaptation of this age- 
old custom? 
•   There must be scads of old benches, lawn 
> furniture, and other types of durable equip- 
ment just laying around begging to be sat 
upon. Some ofi our neo-politicians should 
have added this project to their platform. 
That concrete curb plays hob with sharkskin 
trousers. 
A DAY IN THE HOSPITAL 
I did my first stretch in Dr. Milford's 
house of ill people this week. As most of 
us know the hospital has been the target of 
some little organized and unorganized criti- 
cism at one time and another, and it was with 
some forebodings that I committed myself 
into their hands with what I was sure was a 
fatal throat condition. 
After the head nurse had finished jumping 
up and down about my checking in after sick 
call, everybody settled down to going out of 
their way to make my stay there very pleas- 
, ant indeed. 1 hadn't even located the enam- 
eled recpticles peculiar to hospital rooms 
before a procession of good looking nurses 
started coming through my cubicle to lay 
cool hands on my feverish brow.    They were 
1
 all married, however. It's easy to tell be- 
cause they have a funny habit of resting 
their wedding bands on your eyeball when 
they feel your pulse. This practice no doubt 
was conceived to discourage any diabolic 
plans concocted by the disease ridden minds 
of the patients. 
In the future I intend to report for sick 
call daily in the hope that I get another day 
in that Utopia of breakfast, dinner and sup- 
per in bed. 
(fatcerutUy (fanftou @oufite& - — 
Curt Hogan, young son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Curtis Hogan of 280 "B" 
Street, celebrated his first birth- 
day with a few of his playmates 
on April 24.        / 
David and Jean Fennell of Co-* 
lonial Circle, spent the week-end 
with their parents in Holly Hill. 
Recent visitors' of Ken and 
Mary Morrick of Woodridge Ave- 
nue, were his mother and fa- 
ther, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Morrick, 
of Kenilworth, N. J. 
Ivan Tomanack of Wheeling, 
W. Va., and Shirley Pitts of Geor- 
by Susan Manning 
(Phone 6793) 
gia, were married at the Catholic 
Church on Saturday, April 15, at 
9:30 in the morning. Following 
the ceremony, , everyone enjoyei 
a wedding breakfast at Newman 
Hall. Shirley is staying with her 
parents in Georgia until they 
are able to get a prefab. 
Mary Smith and daughter Car- 
olyn, Anne Jones and daughter, 
Lizbeth, visited Anne's parents in 
Spartanburg  Thursday. 
Ruby Langley of Colonial Cir- 
cle, was honored with a baby 
shower recently at the  home of 
Mrs. R. C. Shelley also of Colonial 
Circle. The guests attending the 
party were Ruby's neighborhood 
friends. 
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Moss of 206 
Ravenel Road, announce the birth 
of a son, Lewis Gerald, on April 
21 in the , Greenville General 
Hospital. 
"Tena" Blackwelder's mother, 
Mrs. A. B. Davis, of Clinton, and 
her brother "Mac" Davis, visited 
with her during the week-end. 
Those in the T-3 Barracks who 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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Department Of Labor Gives Information To Students 
Engineering Jobs To Increase In Future; 
Keen Competition For Employment Seen 
Ed. note: The following is the first of a series of articles 
compiled Uy the Department of Labor for college students 
of the U. S. 
Engineering is the nation's third largest profession and 
one of the fastest growing according to a study made by the 
United States Department of-Labor's Bureau of Labor Sta- 
tistics. 
Great numbers of engineering* 
jobs  will be  available  over  the 
next decade owing to the expect- 
ed substantial growth in employ- 
ment and to the thousands of 
openings which arise each year 
because of deaths, retirements, 
and other losses from the pro- 
fession: 
In the next couple of years, 
however, new engineering grad- 
uates are likely to meet sharply 
increasing competition for em- 
ployment. Many members of the 
record-breaking class of 1949-50 
and of the somewhat smaller 
classes expected in the next year 
or two may be unable to find 
professional engineering positions 
immediately, although their train- 
ing should help them get admin- 
istrative, sales, or other technical 
positions. 
Students who will graduate 
from engineering school after the 
next few years—those who are 
now at the beginning of their 
professional training or still in 
high school—are likely to have 
better employment prospects. By 
the time they leave school compe- 
tition for engineering positions 
should be much reduced, unless 
many graduates of the next few 
years who do not get engineering 
employment immediately, con- 
tinue to seek such work. 
Even in the next few years, the 
employment situation will vary 
among the different branches of 
the profession. In all branches, 
there is likely to be a continuing 
demand for men with special 
abilities or training in such work 
as research and design. In the 
past, even in times of depressed 
industrial activity, the engineer 
who was at or near the top in 
ability had little trouble in ob- 
taining or keeping a job. 
Engineering graduates of the 
next few years who are unable to 
get engineering jobs may adjust 
to the situation in several ways. 
Some will find that their engi- 
neering education has helped to 
qualify them for 'administrative, 
sales, or other technical jobs. 
Others may remain in school and 
obtain postgraduate degrees in 
engineering to improve their 
chances for employment. Still 
others may take additional train- 
ing of other types, built upon the 
foundation of their engineering 
education, to help them find em- 
ployment in other occupations. 
Those who seek immediate em- 
ployment in non-engineering oc- 
cupations will find that their op- 
portunities are improved by the 
growing belief on the part of em- 
ployers that engineering educa- 
tion is a good background for 
many non-engineering job's. On 
the other hand their chances of 
finding other employment will be 
limited by intensified competition 
for entrance jobs in many fields 
over the next few years, result- 
ing from the postwar boom in 
college enrollments. 
College freshmen and those 
who plan to enter engineering 
school in the future would be well 
advised to get the best possible 
training. The minimum educa- 
tional requirements are being 
raised gradually and the propor- 
tion of engineers with advanced 
degrees, though small, is increas- 
ing. The would-be engineer 
should endeavor to get the best 
possible record of achievement in 
his studies and to broaden his 
training as much as possible. Fur- 
thermore, many employers em- 
phasize the extra-curricular col- 
lege record of prospective em- 
ployees. 
Students To Form 
Chemical Society 
There is, at present, in the pro- 
cess of organization, a student af- 
filiate chapter of the American 
Chemical Society among the stu- 
dent affiliates at Clemson. This 
group has made formal applica- 
tion for a charter and the Council 
of the American. Chemical Society 
approved the charter at, a meet- 
ing held in Philadalphia early in 
April. 
Within the near future the 
group is to be organized of those 
students of Chemistry, Chemical 
Engineering, and Textile Chemis- 
try who are enrolled as regular 
student affiliates of the society, at 
which time they will elect chap- 
ter officers and adopt a consti- 
tution. 
Tonight the Western Carolina 
Section of the American Chemi- 
cal Society is holding its regular 
monthly meeting at Enka, N. C, 
and about twenty students and 
several faculty members are at- 
tending th's meeting. 
Dr. E. A. Robinson, vice-presi- 
dent of the NopCo Chemical Co., 
is the speaker and will present a 
talk on "The Chemistry of Textile 
Oils and Finishes." This talk 
will follow a dinner for attending 
members. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Carl L. Epting 
Association Head 
Carl L. Epting, professor of his- 
tory and government, was elected 
president of the South Carolina 
Historical Association for the next 
year at its 20th annual meeting 
at Coker College, Saturday, April 
22. 
Other new officers elected at 
the meeting were Miss Ruth Boyd 
of Greenville High School, vice 
president, and Charles H. Car- 
lisle of Erskine College, secretary- 
treasurer. 
American Legion 
To Sponsor Rodeo 
Bucking steers and wild west- 
ern style riding will be featured 
at a rodeo sponsored by the Clem- 
son Post of the American Legion 
to be held in Clemson Memorial 
Stadium at 7:30 p. m. on Friday, 
May 5. 
Prizes will be awarded to the 
winners of the various competi- 
tions. Admission will be 50 cents 
for adults and 25 cents for stu- 
dents. The public is invited to 
attend. . 
Senior Platoon 
(Continued from Page 1) 
planned for the year include a 
possible drill exhibition in New 
York at Yankee Stadium; a pa- 
rade as part of celebration of 
Armed Forces Day; and partici- 
pation in the Annual Mother's 
Day parade here at Clemson. 
Leader of the crack drill unit 
is Cadet Captain Milton R. Sweat- 
man, textile manufacturing junior 
of Charleston. Joe , M. Glenn, 
textile manufacturing senior of 
Greer, is business manager of the 
organization, and E. B. "Pear 
Baby" Martin, arts and science 
junior of Greenwood, is manager. 
Sixteen Alpha Phi Omega pledges recently completed an informal initiation period of two weeks. 
Upon completion of a period of pledgeship and formal initiation ceremonies, the initiates will be- 
come active members of the national service fraternity. Above, they are, left to right, first row: 
James Neighbors, Walter Keene, Deci Barbot, Frank Flowers, and Don Sedberry. Second row, 
left to right, are Charles Shain, Henry .Boykin, Joe Hiller, W. P. Andrews, R. L. Bivins, W. T. An- 
drews, Matt Moore, Ree McCoy, and Ed Hilla. Nat present for the picture were W. Newsome and 
David Sedberry. \ 
that Catheart's real'campaign slo- 
gan was "A Fifth in Every 
Room!" 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that   "Rusty"   Eleazer   made   a 
beautiful "Miss Clemson." 
that he (Oscar) wonders by what 
authority George Baker is room- 
ing in eighth barracks. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
that George Brown's magnificent 
charge through 3rd barracks on 
Senior-Day eve, has been etched 
in the tabloids of Clemson his- 
tory. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that the social "Frats" have a 
voice in student government, now 
that Cathcart is the "new" Dan 
May of Clemson College. 
 OSCAR   SAYS • 
the new "Taps" is swell, provided 
you tear out the page where 
"Warthead's" mug glares at you. 
—OSCAR  SAYS  
that Bill Lachicotte has at last 
won a title all his own. By pop- 
ular vote, Lachicotte has been 
elected "Mr. Tarzan" of Ag. Hill. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) takes back what 
fie said about "Sugar Bunny" 
Blackwell not holding his whis- 
key. 
that "Head" Hunter did a gooa 
job on tfie "head" of this new 
"Taps.' 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that Green is cooking up a big 
house party for Junior-Senior. 
Not quite so wild this time 
"Whale." 
! OSCAR   SAYS — 
that "Joe Cadet" and "Slim the 
Vet" have really been getting 
sweet letters from long lost girl 
friends since the word got out 
about Harry James. Don't weak- 
en, boys. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that the ex-marine Colonel, 
known around the "Y" as just 
"loud mouth" Wiggins, should 
Know by now that freshmen 
don't -participate ■ in "Senior 
Night." He (Oscar) feels sure 
the above mentionedv "loud 
mouth" would really be convinc- 
ed had the "posse" caught him. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
■that the "rookies" paid Crom- 
well a compliment when they 
painted his (Cromwell's) initials 
in those "conspicious places." 
 OSCAft   SAYS  
that "Funny" Farmer had best 
watch his step with Vivian. Don't 
take his (Oscar's) word. Ask 
Boddy Hall. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that the reason Hassell Simpson 
in bitterly against "Party poli 
tics" is because he ain't found a 
party that would have him. The 
power of the press, eh Simpson? 
He (Oscar) has power he ain't 
used yet. 
 OSCAR   SAYS'  
that Hugh Woodle would fare 
better in politics if he kept it 
quiet being the "Fat" Colonel's 
left hand man. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
he (Oscar) wishes the troops 
would ' rebel against the latest 
brainstorm of Albert's concern- 
ing the early morning reveille. 
He (Oscar) just knows Albert is 
not responsible, but the blame 
must go through. proper channels. 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
"Willie Dick" and "Homer Dick" 
really got plastered "Senior Day." 
He* (Oscar) believes their 3.2 
must have jumped up to 10.1 be- 
fore they drank it.x 
 OSCAR   SAYS  
that he (Oscar) always kaew 
"Moose" McLin would make good 
if he stayed around Clemson long 
enough. 
Concerning 
(Continued from Page 2) 
went home to visit their parents 
last week-end were: Bill and Bet- 
ty Parson to Laurens and Charles 
and Mildred Brown to, Green- 
wood. 
Prof, and Mrs. Charles McGee, 
Jr., son Jackie.and Prof. McGee's 
mother, Mrs. Charles McGee, are 
going to visit his uncle in Forsyth, 
Ga., this week-enc* 
Louis and Bobbie Nel Wood of 
Anderson, met the past week-end 
with Henry and Rebecca Bishop, 
of Milky Way. Louis, who grad- 
uated Jan. 1950, is now connected 
with Textron Mills in Anderson. 
Louis and Bobby enjoyed seeing 
old friends and visiting in the 
pre-fabs. 
Items of Extra Interest 
The second Annual Baby Show 
was held at four p. m. on Satur- 
day, April 22 at the Holy Trinity 
Episcopal Parish House. Over a 
hundred people attended this ben- 
efit and all funds raised will be 
sent to the St. Lukes Hospital in 
Manila.    The lucky winners are: 
1. Patsy McFadden — Prettiest 
eyes. 
2. Ryan Hendley Healthiest 
baby. 
3. Juanita Turner—Baby with 
most hair. 
4. Lynn Whitmire — Prettiest 
baby under one. 
5. Curtis Holden—Handsomest 
boy under one. 
6. Helen McConnell—Prettiest 
girl over one,.      » 
7. Linda Smith—Girl with pret- 
tiest hair. 
8. Bonnie Coleman—Girl with 
best personality. 
9. Wyndham Manning—Hand- 
somest boy over one. 
10. Footsie LaRoch — Bowiest 
boy. 
. 11. Doug Wright — Boy with 
best personality.       * 
12. Marvin Owens — Youngest 
baby. 
13. Susan Manning — Youngest 
mother of a 4 year old. 
14. Mike Pendley—Youngest fa/ 
ther. 
(fat 'ptorn Otfei gdUfe Raa& 
Well, the end is almost in sight, 
four weeks and six days for us, 
and it may be even less for a few 
of you who have enough sense to 
take an easy course. A sure way 
to tell when the end is near is to 
notice the many different colors 
of hair that the troops are wear- 
ing, it really does add a little gay 
color to the old place. 
the 
the 
Voice from the rear of 
taxi: "Hey, driver, what's 
idea of stopping?" 
Driver:   "I    thought  I    heard 
someone tell me to." 
Voice: "Keep going, she wasn't 
talking to you." 
Kernel 
By LeRoy Doar 
anticipation pf what may. 
Doctor: "I can't prescribe medi- 
cinal spirits unless I am con- 
vinced that you need it." 
Cadet: "I've got a blind date 
with a girl my aunt wants me to 
take to the Taps Ball." 
Doctor: "How much do you 
want?" 
A man was perched atop one of 
Atlanta's buildings contemplating 
suicide, and a policeman had 
made his way to the roof to try 
to persuade him not to jump. 
"Think of your father and moth- 
er," pleaded the officer. 
"Haven't any." 
"Thing of your wife and fam- 
ily." 
"Haven't any." 
"Well,   think     of     your     girl 
friend." • 
"I hate women." 
"All right, think of Robert E 
Lee." 
"Who's Robert E. Lee?" 
"Jump, you damyankee!" 
"You say he only kissed you 
once last night. What was the 
matter?" 
"No one interrupted us." 
Joy: "He's always been a- per- 
fect gentlemen with me." 
Jody: "He bores me, too." 
Peel 
Absent-minded salesgirl (as her 
date kisses her goodnight): "Will 
that be all?" 
Log 
A bore is a fellow who talks 
about himself when you want to 
talk about yourself. 
Courier 
Vbmen blush not in reflection of 
that has happened, but in rosy 
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME 
at 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
BLUE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS 
PEOPLES FURNITURE CO. 
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES, 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC. 
337-329 Main Street Phone 460 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
SCIENTIFIC TESTS 
KB STRIKE 
THAN ANY OTHER 
PRINCIPAL BRAND! 
These scientific tests are confirmed 
by a consulting laboratory with 
experience in cigarette 
MARLENE DIETRICH says: 
\ fe I smoke a smooth cigarette- 
Lucky Strike!" 
LET YOUR OWN TASTE 
AND THROAT BE THE JUDGE 
FOR SMOOTHNESS AND MILDNESS... 
There's never a rough puff in a Lucky S 
COM.. THE AMERICAN T08ACCO COMMMt 
£.S./M&X—l#&fy &toi&e Mean* fine T&baceo 
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw 
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Bengals Beat Two Game Series With Citadel 
* Culberson Once Again Leads Baiters; 
By DICK RAINES 
Ford Brilliant In Extra Inning Tilt 
It took them ten innings to do it, but Clemson's fighting 
Tigers swept their two-game series with The Citadel in Char- 
leston this past week-end by defeating the Bulldogs 7-5 Sat- 
urday afternoon. It was the Bengal's fifth straight victory as 
Bill Ford came on in relief of starter Roger Baker to take the 
win in the extra period game. Both teams rapped out nine 
hits apiece, but Clemson put hers to better use in racking up 
i Baker; however, the young sopho- 
! more from Pageland, S. C. set- 
: tied down and shut the Bulldogs 
I out until the eighth frame. 
Tiger Frosh Romp 
Over Rival Biddies 
Coach Norman's "Baby Ben- 
CULBERSON HITS ANOTHER I gals" swamped Carolina's "Bid- 
HOMER .jdies"  60-10 in  their  second  meet 
of the season this past week-end 
as they gathered in twelve first 
places for the evening against 
Carolina's two. The "Biddies" 
were outclassed in nearly every 
division as the "Baby Bengals" 
showed   great   promise  as   future 
Halted in their first inning at- 
tempt to score by the pitching of 
starter Tom Bedenbaugh, the Tig- 
ers pushed across one run in the 
top of the second frame to cut 
the Bulldog's lead to one marker. 
Then   in   the   fifth   stanza   came 
Culberson's   long   blow   over   the   Sreats-     The    freshmen     cinder- 
left field barrier to drive in two !men could not be denied as they 
took over the job that the varsity runners ahead of him. Clemson, 
who tallied in the second and fifth 
innings, waited two more innings 
before scoring again. This ran 
made the score read Clemson 5, 
Citadel 2. 
Citadel then retaliated- with 
three runs in their half of the 
eighth as they tied the game up 
at 5-all. Green. Bulldog right 
fielder, singled and stole second. 
Caddell's second single of the day 
scored Green from second. Moore 
followed with a single to put men 
on second and first, and the two 
runners advanced a base as Baker 
threw a wild pitch. Then the 
new Citadel shortstop, Brauns, 
came through to drive in both 
runners with a single. 
Neither team scored in the ninth 
inning, as Ford replaced Baker 
with no one out and two men on. 
The next two men, Ford caused to 
ground out, while he retired the 
side by striking out the last man. 
Then in the top of the tenth frame, 
"Knobby" Knoebel started off by 
drawing a base on balls. The 
speedy Tiger left fielder stole 
second and went to third as Ma- 
thews flew out. Doug Angley then 
dumped a squeeze bunt down in 
front of the plate, and was safe 
when pitcher Tom Bedenbaugh 
threw wild to first. The Tigers 
had already scored the 
run, but Deanhardt continued the 
rally by singling home Angley 
from second. Ford ended the game 
by striking out the side in the 
bottom of the tenth. 
Tigers were not quite capable of 
doing. 
Moore barely nosed out his 
teammate Charles Radcliffe for 
high scoring honors by winning 
both the 100 and the 200 yard 
dashes, and tying Gaulden of 
Clemson in the pole vault,, thus 
tallying twelve and one-half 
points for the day.    Charles Bad- 
Golfers Take Easy 
Win From Bulldogs 
Ever since the Tigers snapped the Georgia Bulldog's seven runs. Ken Culberson continued nis heavy hitting 
winning streak they've been a different team. Their defense | ways by belting the only extra base blow of the game in the 
has improved considerably, and their hitting has remained fifth inning, a home run with two runners on board. 
as powerful as ever.   Clemson probably has the hardest hit- j    Citadel jumped off to a good*  
. ,.,-,,      /-■     J- -rr       i. I   n/r AL J   K   „    start as they tallied two runs in ting outfit in the Conference.    Knoebel, Mathews and Ang- ; the very first inning    It lo0ked 
ley make up one of the top outfields in the S. C, both offen-1 bad  for   Clemson   started   Roger 
•ively and defensively. 
Coach Cox's lads are currently in a tie for the top 
position in the Southern division of the Conference with 
Wake Forest and North Carolina State. The Tigers are 
concentrating their efforts in an attempt to repeat their 
'47 season. The Tigers are also undefeated in State play,. 
but after all, winning the State championship certainly 
does not carry the prestige that a Conference crown does. t 
I understand that little Newberry College (unheard of 
outside of South Carolina) is up in the air because Clem- 
son and U. S. C. didn't schedule baseball games with them 
this season. What good would it do Clemson to run ov- 
er Newberry when a conference win would prove more 
beneficial? A State championship is rather interschol- 
astic, so let Newberry claim it. 
TIGS HAVE GREAT TEAM HITTING AVERAGE 
The Tiger diamondmen have really been burning up the 
base paths. They not only have averaged about 12 runs 
per game while their opponents were garnering only 6, but 
they've been hitting at a .306 team average. Clemson has 
countered far more runs than any other team in the Confer- 
ence, sure hope they can keep it up because every game is a 
league affair from here on out and the boys will have to be 
playing heads-up ball in each game if they're td stay up With 
the other toughies of the conference . 
SEVERAL ALL-SOUTHERN CANDIDATES ON SQUAD 
Last year Ray Mathews was named on the All-League 
nine and he's certainly likely to repeat this year judging from 
his performances in the past sixteen games. Ken Culberson 
is another Tig baseballer who deserves plenty of credit for 
his fine play at shortstop and for his numerous blows for the 
circuit. Rightfielder Doug Angley, who is batting at a tor- 
rid .449 clip, is another lad who should get a good deal of con- 
sideration when the conference team is selected. 
PITCHING LOOKING GREAT 
In the last five tilts only one Bengal hurler failed to go 
the route, which is quite remarkable for college ball. Hugh 
Kea went the distance against Georgia, Ford shut out Fur- 
man, and "Birddog" Hughes stopped the cadets of The Cita- 
del.. Baker went seven innings against the Bulldogs of Cita- 
del and was relieved by Ford in the eighth. When a team 
has several hurlers who are capable of going the route their 
chances of winning games and extending winning streaks is 
greatly increased. This is definitely a factor that has kept 
the Tig winning streak going. 
CAGERS LOOKING SHARP IN SPRING DRILLS 
Coach McFadden's basketballers have been working 
diligently the past few weeks to try and bring the name 
of Clemson back into the cage spotlight. Snee, Haugk, 
Robinson, Spender, and Richardson are currently run- 
ning on the first team, and they seem to be showing more 
speed, finesse, stamina, etc., than was shown last year. 
After watching Snee work out this afternoon I can only 
report that he didn't miss a shot while I was in the Field 
Housfl Doug Haugk was terrific with his leaping one- 
hand push shots and Bill Spender was pouring in some 
beauties from difficult angles. The cagers will end 
their spring workout on the first. 
Starting practice again in the fall, plus these spring 
drills the past six weeks should put the squad in fine shape 
for their opener come next December. 
THINCLADS TO WARM UP WITH FURMAN SATURDAY 
After last week's hard luck loss to Carolina the Tiger 
cindermen should have little trouble in running over Fur- 
man's Wind. P. C. had an easy time of it with the Purples 
and the Tigers put the Blue Hose out of the way a couple of 
weeks back. Coach Norman's crew while lacking the 
strength they had in the dashes have definitely retained 
their strength in the distances and are probably the best in 
the State in that department. Furman is way below par this 
year so little is expected of them. 
Although the varsity had a tough time of it with the 
'Cocks, the Frosh had a field day with the Biddies, winning 
60 to 10. 
BUILD UP CLEMSON ATHLETICS BY JOINING IPTAY 
A large IPTAY drive is now underway to help make 
Clemson one of the powers of the country. All Tiger 
supporters are urged to join right away and especially 
you graduating seniors. So far 3000 have joined IPTAY 
this year, but the Clemson Athletic Department hopes to 
increase the membership to 5,000 or more. Ten dollars 
(or more) makes you a member of IPTAY. IPTAY 
members receive first choice on those hard to get CLEM- 
SON-CAROLINA tickets. So, let's get on the Clemson 
bandwagon and join IPTAY today. 
BRIEFS  
Bobby Gage, Tiger All-American of '48, has signed for j 
his second year with the Pittsburgh Steelers of the National | 
Professional Football League ... It was very "unfortunate" 
that no mention was made of Fred Cone's being named on the 
AU-Southern grid team, among other things, in this year's 
TAPS ... Joe Landrum came through in fine style the other 
day by setting down Tulsa with a five hitter. Hope his sore 
«««. trouble has left him ... j 
FIFTH WIN IN A ROW 
For  Clemson it was their  fifth 
Clemson's golfing Tigers gained 
sweet revenge against the golf- 
men from the Citadel Saturday 
afternoon at Boscobel by over- 
whelming the Cadets by a count 
of 16 1-2 to 1 1-2. The linksters 
from Charleston had previously 
downed the Bengals in the City 
by the sea. 
Leading the Country Gentle- 
men in the victory was the re- 
liable John Rees who fired a 
medalist score of 73, while 
smashing Citadel's Inman Walk- 
er 3-0. The win was a big feath- 
er in the Tennesseean's cap for 
winning | inman is considered by many to 
be one of the top collegiate golf- 
ers in the South. Bill Alexander, 
playing in the number two slot, 
played a steady game to put the 
skids under Bulldog Jack Cobb. 
The final score of their match 
was 2 1-2 to 1-2. 
Rees   and   Alexander   gained   a 
Pictured above is W. A. "Heavy" Holshouser, Clemson's ace with 
the shot put. "Heavy" has placed first In dual meets against 
Presbyterian and South Carolina and fourth in the North Caro- 
lina Relays. He is also defending state champion, and is one of 
the top shot put artists in the Conference. 
'Culberson Connects For Circuit Blow; 
Hughes Credited With Second Victory  
Bob Hughes became the fifth Tiger pitched to go the 
route, as he limited The Citadel Bulldogs to eight scattered 
hits in registering his second win of the season. Although 
one of the blows was a circuit clout by Citadel First Baseman 
Burriss, Hughes was in control all the way except for the first 
inning when the Bulldogs pushed across two runs. His 
Tiger mates had a field day at bat, pounding three Citadel 
hurlers for sixteen hits in winning their fourth straight 
game, 16 to 4. 
Clemson     started     off     strong* " 
with three runs in the very first j no one on Dase. 
inning. However, the men from j The win was clemson's fourth 
Charleston looked as if they might: straight without a defeat and was 
make it a close affair by retaiiat- ! also their fourth Conference vic- 
ing with two runs in the bottom ; tory in a row, In his second out- 
of the initial stanza. Clemson then ingi Bob Hughes showed that he 
scored what proved to be the win- had regained some of the strength 
ning run in the top of the second he had lost during his illness in 
canto as they sent four runners March. "Bird Dog" pitched the 
scampering across the platter to third complete game in a row for 
put the  game   on   ice. the   Tigers,    thus   showing   their 
Hughes setteled down after his improved mound corps. With a 
shakey start and blanked the Bull- bat, Ken Culberson stood out with 
dogs in the second inning. They three hits for four times at bat. 
tallied once more in 'the third 0ne of these knocks was a home 
frame and ended their scoring run. Luke Deanhardt, burly Tig- 
with Burris's home run in the er first sackeK. also got three hits, 
eighth stanza. once again showing his ability  to 
CULBERSON HOMERS hit   better   on  the   road   than   at 
Clemson continued to pound home. "Knobby" Knoebel and 
the baseball all over the park as Doug Angley each had a double 
Knoebel   and   Angley   both   col-  and a single. 
lected doubles. Although the Tig- For the Citadel, Brocknian, 
ers were held scoreless in the Burris, and Green had two safties 
third frame, they came back to each. Brockman collected a pair 
rack up two tallies in the fourth of doubles, Green knocked out two 
inning and three more in the singles, and Burriss got himself 
fifth. Two stanzas past without a home run and a one bagger, 
the raging Bengals scoring. But THE SUMMARY 
they managed to push across one   Clemson AB        R      H 
run in the eighth inning, and con-   Knoebel, If 6        2        2 
eluded with  three  final tallies  in  Mathews, cf 4        3        1 
the last frame.    The big blow of   Gooding, cf 10        0 
this   canto   was   Shortstop     Ken  Angley, ff 5        3        2 
cliffe looked great as he captured 
both the discus and the shotput 
to score ten points for the day. 
Dreher Gaskins took only one 
event, the high jump, but he 
jumped 6'1" to beat that mark Set 
by the varsity for the day. 
The other "Baby Bengals" who 
contributed to the overwhelming 
victory were: Bloome who won 
the 120 high hurdles, Billy Rad- 
cliffe who covered the 220 low 
hurdles in great stride and take 
the event, Woodward who looked 
sharp in taking the 440 yard 
dash, and Qdom who took first 
place in the javelin. Also, in the 
long distance running, Simpson 
outlisted his teammate Phipps in 
the one mile, and King captured 
the two mile. These men will be 
depended upon to bolster the var- 
sity squad next year, as the var- 
sity will lose some of its out' 
standing men through graduation. 
Culberson's  long  home run  with I (Continued on Page 6) 
Hoke Sloan 
White Formal Coats, 1 Button Roll 
White, Maroon, Midnight Blue Dress Sets 
Tuxedo Shirts 
victory in a row and their fifth; best ball count good ene»gh to 
straight Conference win also. 1 trounce the Inman-Cobb duo 3-0. 
While  the   Tigers   have   dropped 
one Southern Conference game, 
they have yet to lose an intra- 
state contest in five chances. Ford 
stole the spotlight with his excel- 
lent relief work as he struck out 
the last four batters he faced. This 
was Ford's fourth win as against 
a lone setback. Culberson once 
again led the Clemson batters, 
none of which could collect as 
many as three hits off Beden- 
baugh. Angley, Deanhardt and 
Culberson, however, did pick <3 
a pair of hits each, one of Cul- 
berson's being his home run, the 
only extra base blow of the con- 
test. 
For the Citadel it was just an- 
other loss, Starter Tom Beden- 
baugh went all the way for the 
Bulldogs in absorbing the defeat 
as he allowed nine Bengal blows. 
Buriss and Caddell each collected 
Clemson's number three man, 
Billy "Butterball" Delk, won a 
2 to 1 match from Charles Smith 
of the Citadel. The last two- 
some was composed of Tig "Don 
Juan" McKinney and Citadel's 
George Wells. McKinney march- 
ed to victory with ease, winning 
3-0. 
McKinney and Delk defeated 











207 N. Main St. 
GREENVILLE 
two singles in fiv e times at bat. 
TRE SUMMARY 
Clemson AB R     H 
Knoebel,   If 5 2        1 
Mathews, cf 5 1         1 
Angley, rf 5 2        2 
Culberson, ss 6 1        2 
Deanhardt,  lb 4 1        2 
Aughtry, 2b 4 0        0 
McKay,  3b 4 0        0 
Hendley, c 5 0        1 
Baker,  p 4 0        0 
Ford, p 1 0        0 
TOTALS 43 7        9 
Citadel AB R      H 
Crockfield, cf 5 1        1 
Brockman, 3b 4 0        1 
Burriss, lb 5 1        2 
Green, rf 4 1        1 
Caddell, 2b 5 1       2 
Moore,  If 5 1        1 
Zelinski,  ss 2 0        0 
Braun, ss 1 0        1 
Carter, c 1 0       0 
Bedenbaugh, p 4        0    0 
TOTALS 36 5        9 
Clemson  0 10 0 3 0 0 10 2—7 
Citadel    200 000 ) 3 0  0—5 
HR—Culberson. BB—Bedenbaugh 
7, Baker  2.    SO—Bedenbaugh  4, 
The Dutch Mill Grill 
Free Movies Every Night 
Charlotte Highway 
ROCK HILL, S. c. 
ARROW is your ticket to 
£^.Jr7~X        the Best Seat 
The 
House! 
shorts   $1.25  up t-ahirU $1.00 up 
One way to be sure of complete comfort 
below decks is to buy ARROW shorts! 
Made without creeping center seam, 
they're full cut—plenty roomy! Idea' 
teamed with Arrow T-shirts! 
ARROW SHIRTS & TIES 
UNDERWEAR     •     HANDKERCHIEFS    •    SPORTS SHIRTS 
GOWN- 
KS FIFTH   AVENUI 
JIWCLB- 
CIRO'C OF BOND STRICT 
WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW 
C^amels for 
.Mildness 
Yes, Camels are SO MILD lhat in a coast-to-coast test 
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels— 
and only Camels —for 30 consecutive days, noted throat 
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported 
NOT ONE  SINGLE CASE 
OF THROAT IRRITATION 
due to smoking CAMELS! 
.   .y,^.<^^ 
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Big Iptay Drive Now On 
—'Athletic Association Urges All Tiger 
To Increase Memberships 
S po rf facts 
in 
Focus 
By DICK RAINES 
Graduates And Supporters To Join Soon 
Not a single soul who reads this article wouldn't like to 
see Clemson turn out championship athletic teams in the fu- 
ture. There also aren't many of you who can't do something 
about it. 
A   Club    was   begun   here m- 
Clemson some years ago with the 
purpose of bettering our football, 
baseball • and basketball squads. 
This organization, after some 
thought by the founders, was 
named    IPTAY    (I    Pay    Ten   a 
Angley Tops Tiger 
lilfers; Oilberson After last week-end's successful two-game series with 
The Citadel in Charleston, the Tiger baseballers have a good Year). 
chance to meet Wake Forest for the Southern division cham- 
pionship in the Southern Conference. The Tigers need two 
more wins over The Citadel and at least a double of victo- 
ries from Furman and Carolina to qualify. At present their 
Conference record stands at 5-1, with wins over Duke, David- 
son, two over The Citadel, and Furman, and a single defeat | ship is limited to two ducats 
at the hands of Duke at the beginning of the season.    From j    This group   of   Tiger   backers 
,,•'."_          ,             ,                 .,     .       i grew slowly  at first,  but the en- Simpson follows close behind but 
the looks of things though, the Bengal nine has greatly lm-1 rollment rose steadiiy through the has  only  nine  official  trips    to 
proved since it took the field against Michigan State on March ' years.    At present, 3,000 persons the plate and has 4 safeties    to 
24.   The pitching has settled down, while the hitting has j are backing the Tigers by virtue his credit for a 444 average. Carol 
. ,    ,    ■   ■       1              .  .                                       i                 ,,     rr-„         °f their  membership  in IPTAY. I              ,       ,          ,,     ,     ,   . picked up, and except for one -or two weak spots, the Tigers     The use of the ten dollars paid Cox, who shares the backstopping 
have one of the best-balanced teams in the Conference. 
But   now   these   members   get 
more    than    the    satisfaction    of 
helping Clemson.    They now help 
themselves also.    All who are en-      Doug    Angley     Bengal    right 
rolled    in    IPTAY    automatically  fielder,  is   currently   leading    his' 
get first choice on tickets for the   mates   at  the plate  with   a  lusty 
Carolina    game.     Each   member-  .446 average..   Doug has been    at 
bat 65 times and collected 29 hits. 
Norman-Coached Tracksters Defeated 
or Firs! DuarMeel Loss In Two Years 
Rock Norman's seasoned cm-, 
dermen lost a heartbreaker over! 
the past week-end to a spirited! 
Carolina team 67-64, but it took; 
the final event for the Gamecocks! 
CAROL COX 
Tiger Mmm Edge 
Citadel Racketeers 
BOB HUGHES LOOKS GOOD IN WIN OVER BULLDOGS 
In his second start of the season, "Lefty" Bob Hughes 
pitched superb eight-hit ball as the Tigers took Citadel 
this past week-end, 16-4. "Birddog" seems to have set- 
tled down this year after an illness early in the season 
»ft«l t(>ok his second game without a defeat. He received 
credit for a victory over Bradley on the recent tour to 
Florid}, as he relieved starter Hugh Kea. In his other 
start, Hughes had to be relieved in the latter innings, as 
he weakened, and was replaced by "Nig" Griffith. How- 
ever, now Bob has shpwn that he has fully recovered 
and is "ready and rarin'." 
S
 CIN*ERMEN SUFFER FIRST LOSS IN TWO YEARS 
xhe Tiger baseball team had a successful week-end; the 
Bfigal tracksters, however, did not fare quite as well. They 
lost their first duel meet in two years to Carolina's Game- 
i cocks. The loss ended a string of 9 meets without a defeat. 
The meet was so close that it was not decided until the last 
event, the mile relay, in which Clemson has always been so 
weak. While both teams took eight first places, Carolina 
placed eight men second to six for Clemson, and the Tigers 
could manage to capture only eight of thirteen third places. 
The last time the Clemson cindermen had tasted defeat was 
back in 1948 when Carolina once again beat them. Despite 
this loss, the Tigers still appear to have a good chance of 
successfully defending their State Championship crown. 
GOODING DECLARED ELIGIBLE 
Durr Gooding, freshman centerfielder last year, was 
recently declared eligible for baseball this spring. How- 
ever, Durr will have a hard time breaking into the" pres- 
ent Tiger outfield combination. Last year the Cub outer 
gardener blasted several home runs into the tennis 
courts, which are 334 feet from home plate. While the 
present trio of fielders has at least 6 home runs between 
them and probably the best combined batting average 
of any outfield in the Conference, Gooding's batting 
punch would supply the much needed left-handed power 
in the Tiger batting order. Until he does break into the 
regular line-up, Durr will provide Coach Walter Cox 
with a sorely-missed pinch hitter for the late innings. 
TENNIS STARS PLAY AT COLUMBIA 
Last Tuesday at Columbia, Jack Kramer and Pancho 
Gonzales, two of the world's foremost professional racket 
stars, met in the feature match of a two-match-tennis show. 
There was seme talk of the four pro stars coming to Anderson 
■this year; however, these plans did not materialize. Next 
year, possibly, the Bobby Riggs tennis tour will be at An- 
derson and Clemson. 
JOIN IPTAY!!!!! 
All TIGER subscribers are urged to join IPTAY. 
So far this year the membership drive has fallen far be- 
hind the hoped for goal which is to surpass last year's 
total of 4,500. All you football fans, don't forget that 
IPTAY members get first choice of all the football du- 
cats, including the Carolina and Furman games. So, 
JOIN IPTAY! 
HERE AND THERE 
Joe Hazel, former Clemson star as a freshman in 1947,' 
is pitching for Greenville of the Class "A" Sally League. 
Hazle worked with another Joe—Landrum—to send Clemson ■ 
to the Eastern semi-finals of the NCAA play-offs in 1947. At 
the first of the season, Joe hurled five and one-third innings 
of relief against the Columbia Reds, allowing no runs and 
only one hit. However, last Friday night Hazel fo*nd it 
rough going against the Columbia Cardinals and gave up 
seven runs on six hits.    He walked two and struck out three. 
The other Joe, Joe Landrum, is again on the Fort Worth 
roster where last year he was selected as the "Most Valuable 
Player" in the Texas League (AA). This year, however, Joe 
has been bothered with a sore arm and dro,ppd his first two 
decisions. 
Jimmy Jones, first sacker on the 1947 Southern Confer- 
ence champions, is now playing with Belton in the Anderson 
County Textile League. Also playing with- Belton is Luther 
Rentz, one of the starting pitchers on the same team. Lu- 
ther doubles as manager of the textile team. 
GOOD NEWS 
Ah! There's good news today! The Wake Forest 
baseball team will be without the services of last year's 
star hurler, Dick Vander Clute. The big righthander 
was declared ineligible for further Southern Conference 
competition at the beginning of the season when it was 
learned- that' he had signed a contract with the New York 
Yankees. Clemson students will also be glad to note 
(Continued on Page 6) 
in by these 'Bengal followers is- 
carefully and meticuously plan- 
ned for by the directors of 
IPTAY. Part of this money pays 
for scholarships for present and 
future Clemson sports stars; a 
portion is used for the improve- 
ment and building of athletic 
fields at the . Blue Ridge institu- 
tion. In fact, the money is di- 
vided into many categories too 
numerous to mention. 
Now, all these explanations and 
facts lead up to one thing. IPTAY 
is for Clemson, true-blue and 
100%. It's a wonderful organi- 
zation with, wonderful aims, 
But there is one thing wrong 
in Tigertown—there simply are 
not enough people enrolled in this 
worthy cause. Room, and plenty 
of it, remains for thousands of 
new members—people who are 
willing   to   shell   out   a   little   so ; Simpson 
the   roar   of  the   Clemson   Tigers ' Cox  
will   be   heard   louder   and   more | Ford 
often
- i Knoebel  _. 
This   is   where   YOU   come   in. [ Deanhardt 
YOU,   the   Clemson   alumni,   and   Mathews  
YOU   who   are   friendly   towards ! Aughtry 
Clemson   for   your   own   reasons. ; Kea 
Yes, each of YOU can hop on the ; Culberson 
"Tiger Bandwagon"    and    watch j Hendley .... 
the Bengals improve by the year, j Baker  
Join IPTAY  and  you'll  accom- i McKay 
plish    all    these    purposes.    This j Crouch 
writer   and   the   IPTAY   officials 
join in urging each and everyone 
of you to  apply  for  membership 
at your very first  opportunity. 
Don't let the Tigers down. They 
need your support. 
duties with Dick Hendley, has 
garnered 10 safe blows for an av- 
erage of 416. 
Knobby Knoebel is clouting the 
The Tiger tennis team defeated 
The Citadel Bulldogs in a close 
match on the Bengal's home court. 
Clemson took four of the six sin- 
gles matches while they could 
manage to capture only one of 
three doubles. In one of the most 
exciting matches, Clemson's Le- 
grand defeated the Bulldog's 
Carmichael,   7-5,   5-7,   6-1.       An- 
ball at a healthy .366 clip and ' other exciting set was played by 
has 16 RBIs to his credit. Ken|Reimold and Draper, the Tiger's 
Culberson,  though    hitting     only 
270 at the present is the leader in 
the runs-batted-in department 
with 24. Culberson is also lead- 
ing in home runs with 6 and has 
the most total bases to his credit, 
42. 
Coach Walter Cox's boys are 
doing all right at the plate as a 
whole, too, with a team average 
of .306. 




Birds Claim Close 
The University of South Car- 
olina Tennis team beat the Clem- 
son Tigers netmen 5-4 in a Sou- 
thern Conference match Tuesday. 
The match was exceedingly close 
as only a matter of a few points 
separated each set. Littlejohn, 
Merritt and Smith took their sin- 
gle matches to gain a tie in the 
singles, but they were not quite 
capable of coping with the Caro- 
lina ne.tmen in the doubles. 
Summaries: 
Singles Constan (SC) defeated 
Draper, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4. 
Roth (SC) defeated Neel, 6-1, 
9-7. 
Smith (C) defeated Holcombe 
6-2, 6-2. 
Littlejohn (C) dereated Gibert, 
6-1,  6-2. 
Briggs (SC) defeated La Gran, 
4-6, 7-5, 6-3. 
Merritt (C) defeated Wilder, 
6-2, 2-6, 6-3. 
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number one man, with Reimold 
winning it, 2-6,  6-4,  8-6. 
Summary: 
Reimold (Citadel) defeated 
Draper, 2-6, 6-4, 8-6. 
Smith (Clemsqn) defeated 
Bultman, 6-3, 6-3. 
Littlejohn (Clemson) defeated 
Moore, 6-4, 6-4. 
McMillan (Citadel) defeated 
Neel, 6-2, 6-1. 
LeGrand (Clemson) defeated 
Carmichael, 7-5,  5-7,  6-1. 
Merrit \. (Clemson) defeated 
Spain, 6-2/6-3. 
Doubles: 
Draper   and    Smith   (Clemson) 
Carol Cox To End 
ic Career 
Carol Cox, the Camden Comet,; 
will wind up his final year in i 
a Clemson uniform with the end-' 
ing of the baseball season. Carol 
has been a mainstay of the Tigers 
since he came to Tigertown back 
in '45 before his jaunt with the 
Marines. After receiving his dis- j 
charge from the leathernecks he 
came back to Clemson during the' 
1947 grid campaign and has been1 
a main cog in Tig sports ever! 
since. 
Cox played his interscholastic j 
ball    at    Camden    High    School,   managed to take eight first places 
that   these  two   teams  would  be 
battling    it    out    for    the    stat' 
championship   this   year,   and   i 
the   Tigers   can   improve   a   littl' 
more  they  may  be  able  to  gaii 
to overcome a small lead that the 'revenge  against  these  same  foe, 
Tigers had built up under a torrid   before the year is out. 
sun that took a lot out of the men, 
especially those running the mile 
and two mile. 
Both teams gathered in eight 
first places, but it was in captur- 
ing the majority (8-6) of second 
places that the Carolina lads were 
able to win the close and excit- 
ing victory.    Although the Tigers 
41 g ' defeated   Reimold   and   Bultman, 
'4-6, 6-3,  6-3. 
Carmichael and Moore (Cita- 
del) defeated Neel and Littlejohn, 
5-7, 6-4, 6-4. 
McMillan and Spain (Citadel) 





















While at Camden Carol starred 
in football, baseball, and basket- 
ball. In 1944, his last year at 
Camden High, Cox was named 
to the All-State South Carolina 
eleven and he was also selected 
on the All-Southern team of that 
same year. "Scooter" was one of 
the stars of the 1944 Shrine Bowl 
game in Charlotte. Carol had 
scholarship offers from South 
Carolina, Duke, Georgia, Georgia 
Tech, Notre Dame, North Caro- 
lina, and Wake Forest just to 
mention a few. Fortunately he 
waved those offers aside and 
chose Clemson. 
After playing tailback on the 
1945 club, Cox enlisted in the Ma- 
rines. Carol was stationed at 
Cherry Point and while there he 
played tailback during the 1946 
campaign with the Cherry Point 
Flyers. "Scooter" received his 
discharge in October, of 1947. This 
discharge was received just a day 
before the Clemson—N. C. State 
tilt. Carol rushed down to Ra- 
leigh and performed at tailback 
for the Tigers the next night 
against State. He continued to 
run from the tailback slot, a po- 
sition he held during the '48 and 
'49   season. 
Cox is one of the Bengal back- 
stops on this year's nine, He's 
currently batting at a .416 clip. 
Carol is- also an able outfielder 
and while playing with the Cam- 
den Chiefs, a semi-pro club, 
played fh that capacity as well as, 
catching. 
to Carolina's five, the two second 
place   advantage  that  the   Game-' 
cocks had built  up  were  a  little 
too   much   for   the   "Bengals"   to' 
overcome. 
Heavy Holshouser again show- 
ed that he was a serious con- 
tender for the Southern Confer- 
ence title in the shotput, and in 
heaving a tremendous 46'2 l'-2" he 
served notice that he would be 
hard to beat by future opponents. 
The only men able to come close 
to his mark were Bob Hudson' 
and George Faccin who are his 
teammates, and they also took 
2nd and 3rd place respectively in 
a match the previous week a- 
gainst P. C. Bummy Townsend I 
again paced the Tigers by taking 
1st place in each the high and, 
low hurdles and placing third in 
the high jump, but it was Caro- 
lina's day to take iridividual scor- 
ing honors as C. Magill captured 
two first places aid two second 
places to nose Townsend out in 
this respect. Clemson's Brannen 
who had won the pole vault vent 
by jumping well over eleven feet 
against Pi C. last week showed 
improvement in the Capitol City 
by jumping a respectable 11' 9" 
to score a minor upset against 
the Gamecocks' Badger in the re- 
spect that. Badger was billed as Beatty (SC) 3 B 
the best in the state. 22fJ  low  hurdles_1.   Townsenr 
All  in   all,   it  was  an  exciting | (C)   2.  McGill   (SC)   3.   Richard 
and breathtaking match that had | son (C) 25.8. 
all the spectaters excited up un-J     Relay—Woodlee,  Spence, Ware' 
til the last event.    It also showed  McKenzie   (SC). 
This year's track team was no' 
expected to accomplish much, bu 
each week these same men seer 
to improve and before they en' 
their schedule they may spring 
few surprises and go on to wii 
the state track meet. They have 
already done more than the mos 
ardent Clemsonian thought the- 
could do, and credit must be giv 
en to the men and to Rock Nor 
man who has instilled a winnin- 
spirit among the men. 
The results: 
High jump—1.  C. McGill  (SC 
2.   O.   McGill   (SC)   3.  Townsenc' 
(C), 5' 10". 
Mile—1. Bayle (C) 2. Jacksor 
(C) 3. Rushton (C) 4:43.6. 
440—1. McKenzie (SC) f 
S'pence (SC) 3. Lewis (C) 52 flaf 
Javelin—1. Freidenberg (C) ? 
McKenzie (SC) 3. Brodie (C 
162'3". 
]"0 ^arrl dash—1. Wood'".'^~ • 
2. Cook  (C)  3. Drews (SC)  9.9. 
Shot—1. Holhouser (C) 2. Fac 
chin (C) 3. Hudson (C). 46'2 1-2" 
High Hurdles—1. Townsen*-' 
(C) 2. C, McGill (SC) 3. O. Mc 
Gill (SC)  15.6. 
Pole vault—1. Brannon (C) ? 
Badger (SC) 3. Pickett (SC; 
11'9". 
880—1. Ward (SC) 2. Caso" 
(C)  3. Brock (C)  2:3.7. 
220—1. Woodlee (SC) 2. Mr 
Kenzie  (SC)  3. Drews  (SC)   22.( 
Broad jump—1. C. McGill (SC 
2.   O.  McGill   (SC)   3.  Dinsa   (C< 
22' 2 1-2". 
Discus—1. Hudson (C) 2. Fac- 
chin (C) 3." Graham (C)  128' 2". 
Two-mile— V.    McKay    (C)    r 
(SC) defeated Draper and Smith, 
7-5, 6-3. 
Neel and Littlejohn (C) defeat- 
ed Holcombe and Gibert, 6-4, 6-4. 
Briggs and Wilder (SC) defeat- 
ed La Gran and Merritt, 6-3, 7-5. 
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WEDNESDAY,   MAY   3 
'Ambush' 
G/pt. Panf Buskey, MfW/eSury, 38 
Air fnte/ifgence, US. Air Force 
J. E. SIRRIME COMPANY 
Engineers 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY 
A Complete General Merchandise Store 
YOUR NORGE DEALER 
Seneca, S. C. Pvione 630 
STONE BROTHERS 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN,. 
AND STUDENTS 
108 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
An excellent student at Middlebury Col- 
lege, Vermont, Paul found time to win 
the coveted All Sports Trophy in his 
'senior year. He graduated in June, 1938. 
His big plane education was topped with 
* 23 missions over the far-famed 'Tlump," 
flying C-54 transports. After V-J Day, he 
stayed on in the Far East until March of 
1948—specializing in Air Intelligence. 
He then joined a coated paper mill firm as 
research and control man. Pearl Harbor 
changed all that—Paul went to Maxwell 
Field to begin Aviation Cadet training. 
Back home, after accepting a Regular Air 
Force Commission, Captain Buskey went 
to Air Tactical school, was there rated an 
outstanding student, and won assignment 
to Command and Staff school. 
An outstanding Cadet, 2nd Lt. Paul 
Buskey was held over as an instructor 
after graduation. Then he was assigned as 
a pilot in the Air Transport Command. 
Today, Captain Buskey is an Air Intelli- 
gence Officer  on MATS  Headquarters 
Staff at Andrews Air Force Base near 
Washington, D. C. He looks forward to a 
rewarding future in the U. S. Air Force. 
If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26Vi, 
with at least two years of college, consider the many 
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the 
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many 
colleges and universities to explain these career 
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full 
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army 
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to 
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Art: Aviation Cadet 
Branch, Washington 25, D. C. 
U.   S.    AIR    FORCE 
ONLY THE BEST CAN  BE AVIATION CADETS! 
-T- ,- .T   i~- -— - 
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Student Counseling Plan To Be Started 
A formal systematic program for student counseling was 
approved at a meeting of the Presidents' Council of Deans 
and Directors April 17. 
Heretofore, there has been only informal and unorganiz- 
ed student counseling and guidance on the part of interested 
faculty members. 
The program will be imple- 
mented in September 1950 and is 
especially for the lower classes. 
While administrative details 
have as yet not been completed, 
the program, in brief, will be as 
follows: 
The dean of each school, in col- 
laboration with the registrar, will 
select from the faculty a group 
of counselors. Each counselor 
will guide and counsel not more 
than twenty freshmen, all of 
whom take the same major 
course. 
The counselor will continue to 
work with those men continuing 
in" the same major course their 
sophomore year, and will be as- 
signed twenty new freshmen at 
the beginning of the new year. 
The counselors will assist with 
orientation and placement-test 
programs, assist the class advisor 
with registration procedures, try 
to win the respect and confidence 
of the student and make him feel 
that there is someone to whom 
he is free to go for advice and 
talk things over, and seek the co- 
operation of instructors or others 
when necessary. 
In addition, he will seek to ad- 
vise and counsel with the student 
in regard to choice of major 
course, ineffective study habits, 
budgeting study time, scholastic 
motivation and deficiency in a 
particular subject. Also, he will 
try to help the student with per 
sonal problems such as social 
maladjustments, family conflicts, 
student discipline, self discipline, 
health   problems,   and   financial 
problems. 
The method «of handling his 
group of students will be left to 
the discretion of the counselor, 
but it will be suggested that in 
addition to meeting with the stu- 
dent individually, at least three 
meetings' of the entire group be 
held  during the  semester. 
The first meeting would be held 
immediatVly after registration, 
and the counselor will explain the 
counseling system, obtain a copy 
of the students class schedule, 
state the time and purpose of the 
next two group meetings, have 
each student fill out a personal 
data card, and encourage and 
aid each student to work out a 
study-time   budget. 
At a second meeting, held im- 
mediately after the midsemester 
defiency report and after the 
counselor has secured from the 
registrars office a list of "Blue 
Slips" and "Pink Slips" for his 
group, the counselor will help 
those of his group who have two 
or more blue-slips to revise, if 
necessary, their study-time bud- 
gets and make whatever new 
plans are deemed advisable. 
The proposed third meeting 
will be held just before the week 
of examinations. At this meeting 
the student should make a state- 
ment of the subjects he expects to 
complete satisfactorily and tell 
the counselor of any plans he has 
regarding his program for the 
next semester. 
The counselor will then subm't 
this information to the class aC 
visor and the registrar. 
ARMY CAREERS OPEN 
Pilot And Navigator Commissions With 
Air Force Available To ROTC Graduates 
College graduates who have 
completed the Air Force ROTC 
program may apply for a com- 
mission as a pilot or navigator. 
They are given first priority as 
officers along with West Point 
and Annapolis graduates. 
Among the qualifications for 
pilots are, that the student must 
have received an Air Force com- 
mission and bachelor's degree 
within 90 days from the date of 
application; he may be married 
or single and must have enroll- 
ed in the training course prior to 
his 27th birthday; in addition, he 
must pass the medical examina- 
tion for pilot training and the 
written aviation aptitude exam- 
ination. 
Pilot classes commence every 
six weeks on the following dates 
during 1950: March 3, April 17, 
May 29, July 11, August 21, Oc- 
tober 2, and November 16. Basic 
pilot training for officer students 
is usually held at Randolph Air 
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, 
and lasts approximately seven 
months. 
Qualifications for navigator are 
the same as for pilot training ex-' 
cept for the physical examination, 
which has less stringent vision 
and hearing requirements. , 
Navigator classes commence 
about the 20th of each month. 
Navigator training for officer stu- 
dents is conducted at Ellington 
Air Force Base, Houston, Texas 
and requires approximately 
twelve months. 
To apply for either of these 
programs, obtain Air Force Form 
131 (Application for Flying 
Training in Officer Grade) and 
Air Force Form 125 (Application 
for Extended Active Duty With 
the U. S. Air Force) from your 
Professor of Air Science and Tac- 
tics or write to the Director of 
Training, Headquarters, U. S. Air 
Force, Washington, D. C. 
If you are an Air Force ROTC 
student or an Air Force ROTC 
graduate still enrolled as a col- 
lege student, and expect to have 
Special Music Will 
Be Presented At Y 
Special music will be present- 
ed at the YMCA Saturday night, 
April 29 at 9:30 p. m. by the 
Winthrop College Glee Club. Fol- 
lowing the musical program at 
10:00, a picture will be shown. 
A social is planned in the club 
rooms of the YMCA from 8:00 to 
11:00 p. m. The Winthrop girls 
have been invited to attend this 
social and dance. 
Sunday morning, April 30, 
groups of the Winthrop girls have 
been invited to sing in some of 
the campus churches, and the 
Glee Club will give a musical 
program at the YMCA Audi- 
torium Sunday afternoon at 2:00. 
The Winthrop College Glee Club 
is under the direction of Mr. Ed- 
ward Leonard. 
On Sunday night, April 30 at 
6:45 the Anderson College Glee 
Club will give a program of 
sacred music in the YMCA Au- 
ditorium. The Anderson College 
Glee Club is under the direction 
of Miss Katharine Culyer. 
The Rev. E. F. Gettys, superin- 
tendent of the de la Howe school 
at McCormick will speak at 
YMCA Vespers on Sunday, May 
7. At this time Rev. Gettys will 
install the new officers and cabi- 
net members of the Clemson 
YMCA. 
both your commission and de- 
gree withwi 90 days, present your 
completed forms to the Professor 
of Air Science and Tactics, who 
will administer the Air Force 
qualifying examination and ar- 
range with the nearest flight sur- 
geon or aviation medical exam- 
iner to administer physical exam- 
ination for pilot or navigator 
training. 
Your application should con- 
tain evidence of your college de- 
gree or a certificate affidavit 
from the college as to the date 
you will receive your degree. 
WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO. 
SPARK PLUGS GAS FILTERS 
OIL  FITTERS SPEEDOMETER   CABLES 
FUEL PUMPS AIR  CLEANERS 
Phone 382 Seneca, S. C. 
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
COOKIES 
(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO. 
Easley, South Carolina 
Students at Clemson • 
LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES 
LAUNDERED AT 
CADET LAUNDRY 




(Continued from Page 5) 
that if the Tiger team has to meet the Deacons in a play- 
off, the men from Wake Forest will also lack reliefer 
Vernon Mustian, who was lost to the Deacons by gradua- 
tion. These two men played a large part in sending 
Wake Forest to the finals of the NCAA championship 
play-offs last year. 
SOME PITCHING! 
Word reaches us that with Clemson leading The Citadel 
161-4 in the bottom of the ninth inning, Bob Hughes went to 
the mound to take his warm-up throws. The sand gnats in 
Charleston were -very bothersome and as the first Bulldog 
batter stepped in, big Luke Deanhardt, Tiger first baseman, 
Alumni Chapter 
Offers Services 
M. B. Bailey, Clemson graduate 
of 1918, has offered the services 
of the Boston Alumni Chapter 
to all 1950 graduates who plan to 
be located in the Boston, Massa- 
chusettes area after, graduation. 
It is the desire of the Boston 
Alumni group to help all Clemson 
men   in   any   way   possible. 
Mr. Bailey may be contacted by 
writing to 64 Davis Street, Wol- 
laston,  70,  Massachusettes. 
Winthrop Collage 
Glee Club To Sing 
The Winthrop College Glee 
Club under the direction of Mr. 
Edward Leonard will give a spec- 
ial musical program at the Clem- 
son Cojlege YMCA Saturday 
night, April 29 at 9:30 p.m. Fol- 
lowing this at 10:00 o'clock, a 
picture will be shown. A social 
is planned in the club rooms of 
the YMCA from 8:00 to 11:30 
p.m. The Winthrop girls have 
been invited to attend this social 
and dance. 
yelled to "Bird Dog" to get them out in three pitches so the 
team could go home. Hughes did just that, retiring two ha- 
ters on grounders and the last man on a fly.   Some pitching! 
^I^^l^^^^ 
Pictured is the first Lutheran church ever built on the campus. 
It was recently completed at a cost of approximately $50,000. 
The basement contains a recreation hall and kitchen. 
Lutherans Will 
Hold Conference 
Lutheran students from the 
Georgia-South Carolina area will 
hold a conference here April 28- 
30. Approximately 100 student 
ofr meight colleges are scheduled 
to attend the conference, whV h 
will begin with a banquet in the 
college mess hall Friday night 
followed by a social in the base- 
ment of the recently completed 
Luthern Church. 
Discussion groups and election 
of officers will be the order of 
"i» day on Saturday, after which ■ picnic is scheduled at Oconee 
State Park. Officers will be in- 
stalled    on    Sunday, 
Officers for the 1950-1951 ses- 
sion were elected by the Luthern 
Students Association at a meeting 
of the group April 19. 
Charlie H. Evans • of Nortri 
Charleston was elected president. 
R. K. West of Cameron was 
named vice president and J. W. 
Jackson of Greenville, secretary- 
treasurer. 
R. L. Boozer of Leesville and 
H. R. Lubs of Charleston were 
elected publicity director and his- 
torian, respectively. Named to 
the membership committee were 
D. D. Smith of Columbia, E. E. 
Shealey of Gilbert, and E. M. 
Rast - of Cameron. 
Culbertson Connects 




McKay,   3b 
























Citadel AB       R     H 
Cocofield,  cf 4        0        1 
Brockman, 3b 4        12 
Burriss,   lb 4       2        2 
Green,   If 4       12 
Caddell, 2b •' 4       0        1 
Moore, rf 4        0        0 
Zelinski, ss 4       0        0 
Carter, c 3        0       0 
Mayer, p 2        0       0 
Baker, p 10       0 
Wabick, p 10       0 
TOTALS 35        4       8 
Clemson   3 4 0    2 3 0    0 1 3—16 
Citidel   _„ 2 0 1    0 0 0    0 1 0—4 
2B—Brockman 2, Knoebel, Caud- 
dell, Angley. HR—Burriss,  Cul- 
berson. 
PROF. J. D. HROMI 
Hromi Succeeds Berry 
As Nu Epsilon Adviser 
Professor J. D. Hormi, instruc- 
tor in mechanics and hydraulics, 
has been named faculty advisor 
for Nu Epsilon, fraternity com- 
posed of Northern students: 
He is from McKeesport, Pa., and 
he succeeds Professor E. B. Berry, 
instructor in weaving and design- 
ing, who left Clemson at. the be- 
ginning of the second semester. 
CLEMSON 
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Joel McCrea, Arlene Dahl 
'The Outsiders' 
















AND  HAMBURGERS 




























Jergens  Liquid  Shave 
and Woodburys 
Shaving Lotion 














Stop That Cold 
39c 
SAVE ON SHAVES! 
STAG  COM-PAK 
SHAVE KIT 
1 Tube Stag Brushless Cream 
1 Gillette Tech Razor  
2 Gillette Blue Blades  
1 Styptic Pencil  
69c 
y\i 
V \ f / 
indoor snapshots are simple... 
Simply attach the accessory Kodak Flasholder and you're 
all set for indoor picture taking — even in gorgeous full color. 
Camera accepts 8-exposure Kodak 828 Films. In stock here for 
only-$29.95; Flasholder, $11.08. Prices include Federal Tax. 
L. C. Martin Drug Company 
P. S. McCollum, Owner 
THE REXALL STORE 
Clemson, S. C. 
►♦^♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦<N£<N$M>^^^ 
»sl¥S!SSS 
At Colleges and 
Universities throughout 
the country CHESTERFIELD is 
the largest-selling cigarette. 
BRENDA MARSHALL 
Famous North Texas State 
Teachers College Alumna says; 
"Chesterfields are so much milder 
and better-tasting that I find them 
completely to my liking." 
STARRING IN 
"IRDQUOIS TRAIL" 
AN BDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION 
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